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Abstract7

The singlet muon capture rate ΛS on the proton µ− p → νµn is determined in a high8

precision lifetime measurement. The main apparatus consists of a new hydrogen time9

projection chamber as muon detector, developed by PSI, surrounded by cylindrical wire10

chambers and a plastic scintillator hodoscope as electron detectors. The parameter ΛS is11

evaluated as the difference between the inverse µ p lifetime and that of the free µ+. The12

resultΛMuCap
S = (715.6±5.4stat±5.1sys) s−1 is in excellent agreement with the prediction of13

chiral perturbation theory ΛχPT
S = (715.4±6.9) s−1. From ΛMuCap

S a recent analysis derives14

for the induced pseudoscalar coupling g MuCap
p = 8.23±0.83 whereas ḡχPT

p = 8.25±0.25.15

17.1 Introduction16

Muon capture on the proton17

µ− p→ νµ n (17.1)

is a very important elementary process in weak interactions [1]. A measurement of the sin-18

glet capture rate ΛS is directly related to fundamental electroweak coupling constants gA and19

gP . While gA is accurately known from measurements of the neutron lifetime, the induced20

pseudoscalar coupling gP , can only be precisely determined from the muon capture rate. In21

low-energy chiral perturbation theory (χPT), gP can be expressed as1
22

gχPT
P (q2) =

2mµgπNN fπ
m2
π − q2

−
1
3

gA(0)mµmN r2
A . (17.2)

This leads to a theoretical prediction [3,4] of23

ḡχPT
P ≡ gχPT

P (q2
0) = 8.26± 0.23 , (17.3)

where q2
0 = −0.88m2

µ. A precise measurement of ΛS represents therefore an important test of24

low-energy χPT.25

Historically, many experimental attempts to determine ΛS were already made in the 1960’s26

at the leading accelerator labs to determine the µ p capture rate. These experiments resulted27

however only in a precision of ∼15%, suffering mainly from two major challenges:28

1) The output channel νµ n consists only of neutral particles, where the νµ escapes detec-29

tion and the neutron is very difficult to be determined with high absolute precision. Modern30

1The function gP(q2)≡ mµ/mN F cc
P (q

2) and ḡP are defined in Section 5 [2].
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17.2 The MuCap experiment

experiments avoid this problem by using the lifetime method: instead of measuring absolute31

neutron rates, the disappearance rate of the muon, λµ, is measured, i.e.32

dNµ
d t
= Nµ e−λµ t , λµ = λ0 +ΛS . (17.4)

Here, λ0 = 0.455× 106 s−1 is the decay constant2 of the free muon and ΛS ' 700 s−1 is just33

a small (1.5 × 10−3) additional component of λµ. Lifetime measurements therefore require34

high precision, i.e. large statistics. A first successful lifetime experiment was performed 198135

in Saclay [5] in a target with liquid hydrogen.36

2) Negative muons in hydrogen quickly combine to neutral (µp) atoms which behave like37

neutrons; they diffuse around and scatter with the surrounding nuclei. In collisions they can38

get easily transferred to heavier nuclei (d,N,O) contained in the hydrogen. Moreover they can39

form the mesic molecule (pµp)40

(µp) p→ (pµp) (17.5)

with a rate of about λppµ ' 2 × 106 s−1. Two species of (pµp) molecules exist, ortho-(pµp)41

and para-(pµp). In the formation process, predominantly ortho-molecules are created, which42

eventually convert to the energetically lower para-molecule with rate λop. Unfortunately, λop43

is not well known (theoretical value λTh
op = (7.1± 1.2)× 104 s−1 [6]). The capture rates differ44

strongly for the two states (for ortho-(pµp)∼ 545s−1, for para-(pµp)∼ 215 s−1). This makes45

the interpretation of capture measurements in (pµp) molecules difficult. This problem can be46

strongly reduced in hydrogen at low density, where the (pµp) formation rate is small.47

In addition to these two major issues, isotope and chemical purities play an important role48

in the experiment. Natural hydrogen contains ∼150 ppm deuterium nuclei. Muons in such a49

medium get quickly transferred to the heavier isotope50

(µp) d → (µd) p . (17.6)

The (µd) atoms are created at initial kinetic energy of ∼45 eV, and have a very large diffusion51

rate due to a (µd)-p scattering minimum around 10 eV (Ramsauer-Townsend effect). In col-52

lisions with deuterium nuclei they can form (pµd) molecules leading to the muon catalyzed53

fusion54

(µp) d → (pµd), (pµd)→ He3 +µ+ 5.5MeV (17.7)

These processes would strongly interfere in a µ p capture measurement. Therefore, hydrogen55

depleted from deuterium (so called protium) has to be used. Furthermore, the protium must56

be kept at highest purity to avoid transfers to higher-Z nuclei.57

17.2 The MuCap experiment58

The MuCap experiment was proposed in 1997 with the goal to measure the singlet µ p capture59

rate ΛS to 1% precision which would then determine gP(q2
0) to∼6%. This goal can be reached60

by a high precision measurement of the muon lifetime to the level 10−5 which requires a61

statistics of ∼ 1010 muon decay events.62

Figure 17.1 shows a cross section of the MuCap experiment. The muon detector in the63

center consists of three components, a thin scintillator µSC providing the fast timing signal of64

the incoming muon, a wire chamber µPC and a time projection chamber TPC [7, 8] tracking65

the muon to the stopping point. The TPC is mounted inside an aluminium pressure vessel66

2denoted by Γµ in Section 5 [2]
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17.3 Results

Figure 17.1: Cross section of the full MuCap apparatus with illustration of a typical
event. Every muon was tracked individually to its stopping point. The electrons were
tracked back to the muon stop location. Thanks to fiducial cuts, background from
accidental electrons was suppressed to the 10−4 level.

filled with 10 bar of ultra-pure protium gas. It acts simultaneously as muon stopping target67

and detector. The density of the protium gas is ∼1% of liquid hydrogen, thus avoiding the68

problems involved with meso-molecular processes. A special isotope separation column was69

constructed for MuCap [9] which removed deuterium to a negligible level. A special gas cir-70

culation system [10] was constructed using thermo-dynamical cycles and cryo-absorption by71

Zeolite filters for continuous cleaning of the protium gas. The system reduced impurity levels72

to values below 20 ppb.73

The TPC was operated with a 2 kV/cm vertical electrical field. The electrons from the74

ionizing muon tracks – after drifting downwards to a multi-wire proportional chamber at the75

bottom – were collected in x and z coordinates. Combined with the drift time information (y76

coordinate) every muon track was reconstructed in three dimensions. After suitable fiducial77

cuts false muon stops were suppressed below the 10−5 level, necessary to keep the slope of78

the muon decay curve free from distortions. The electron detector consists of two cylindrical79

wire chambers ePC1, ePC2, and a plastic scintillation hodoscope eSC. The wire chambers80

– originally developed by PSI for the SINDRUM rare decay experiments, Section 7 [11] –81

provide directional information for each electron track, while the scintillators yield the fast82

timing signal of the muon decay.83

The anticipated precision was reached by collection of more than 1010 single good muon84

decay events. A significant boost of the statistics was achieved with help of the muon kicker [12]85

from the MuLan experiment [13] (’muons on request’ method). The system transmitted single86

muons into the TPC without pile-up from second particles. This method increased the data87

collection rate by a factor 2 to 3.88

17.3 Results89

During three independent production runs [14, 15] 1.2× 1010 fully reconstructed µ− decays90

plus 0.6× 1010 µ+ decays for systematic controls were collected. The systematic corrections91

include distortion effects due to impurities, removal of µ p scatter events, µ p and µ d diffu-92

sion, uncertainties of fiducial volume cuts, inefficiencies and electron track definitions. Aver-93

aging these data and using the µ+ decay constant measured by the MuLan experiment [13],94
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17.4 Outlook

Figure 17.2: Extracted values for gP as a function of the poorly known molecular
transition rate λop. OMC= Saclay experiment [5], RMC= TRIUMF experiment [17].
Also shown are results of two inconsistent λop measurements (λEx1

op from Saclay [18],
λEx2

op from TRIUMF [19]), and the theoretical calculation λTh
op [6].

λµ+ = (455′170.05± 0.46) s−1, the final result of the singlet muon capture rate on proton is95

obtained as [15]96

Λ
MuCap
S =
�

714.9± 5.4stat ± 5.1sys
�

s−1 (17.8)

in excellent agreement with χPT theory ΛχPT
S = (715.4± 6.9) s−1 [16]. From this result97

gMuCap
P (q2

0) = 8.06± 0.48exp ± 0.28th (17.9)

is deducted [15]. This value is in agreement with χPT (17.3).98

Figure 17.2 shows ḡP from recent experiments as function of the poorly known transition99

rate λop. In contrast to previous experiments which were mostly carried out in liquid hydrogen,100

the MuCap experiment is virtually not sensitive to λop and, thus, avoided this longstanding101

problem.102

In a refined analysis [20] a new value for λppµ was derived from the MuCap data and this103

led to an updated value of104

Λ
MuCap
S =
�

715.6± 5.4stat ± 5.1sys
�

s−1 (17.10)

and a change of −0.045 in gMuCap
P (q2

0). The change of the latter by only 8% of its uncertainty105

has no (visible) influence on Figure 17.2.106

17.4 Outlook107

The determination of ḡp from both theory and experiment requires the input of the axial vector108

charge radius squared r2
a . In a recent review [16] discussing the values and uncertainties of109

r2
a obtained by different methods, the MuCap result was re-analysed. Based on the value r2

a =110

(0.46 ± 0.22) fm2 evaluated from neutrino-nucleon scattering data the updated MuCap result111

changes to gMuCap
p (q2

0) = 8.23± 0.83. This is in very good agreement with the updated value112

ḡχPT
p = 8.25± 0.25 which is still very close to the value of the Meissner group [3,4].113
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Following this path the value of r2
a is now considered to contain the largest theoretical114

uncertainty. Fixing ḡp to the χPT value, the MuCap result can be interpreted as an independent115

measurement of r2
a : it results in the same value r2

a (µH) = (0.46 ± 0.24) fm2 as from neutrino116

scattering.117

Consequently, a new MuCap experiment with greatly increased statistics would allow a118

testing of the nucleon axial radius at the correspondingly increased sensitivity. Such an effort119

would require a newly constructed apparatus using improved detector techniques and muon120

beam handling.121
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